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Many important problems in engineering and applied sciences can be fi-
nally reduced to matrix computation problems. Moreover, various applications
often introduce some special structures into the corresponding matrices. Among
classical examples are Toeplitz matrices [ai−j], Hankel matrices [ai+j], Toeplitz-
plus-Hankel matrices, Cauchy matrices [ 1
ai−bj ] and others. When we deal with
the related matrix problem(such as computing eigenvalue , solving linear systems
and so on) with special structure, as we know, the standard linear algebra(such as
Gaussian elimination algorithm, QR algorithm, etc)are, of course, readily avail-
able for small-size problems.However, in many practical applications, the order
of matrices are very large (n ∼ 106 − 109) or the linear equations may have to be
solved over and over again (such as iterative methods), with different problem or
model parameters, until a satisfactory solution to the original physical problem
is obtained.In such cases, the number of flops required to solve the related matrix
problems can become prohibitively large so that these classical methods have no
senses.Therefore, to achiving a fast and stable algorithm for these matrices with
special of characteristic structure is an important issue in many applied areas.
Thus, it is not surprising that in recent years the design of fast algorithms for
structured matrices has become an increasingly important activity in a diverse
variety of branches of the exact sciences. As to fast algorithms, perhaps the
most widely and importantly known example of fast algorithms is the fast Fourier
transform(FFT).There are many classical fast algorithms which are been deduced
by FFT. Its importance is widely acknowledged and nicely described in numerous
papers and monographs, e.g., as follows: “The fast Fourier transform(FFT)is one
of the truly great computational developments of this century. It has changed
the face of science and engineering so that it is not an exaggeration to say that
life as we know it would be very different without FFT ” (Charles Van Loan, a
famous mathematician).














circulant matrices and design a fast algorithm for symmetric Toeplitz-plus-Hankel
matrices. As theoretical and numerical experiments results show, the fast algo-
rithm is very useful.
In chapter 1, we give a brief introduction to the importancethe current re-
search situation and classical research methods on structured matrices. Moreover,
some definition and properties of the structured matrices which are discussed in
our paper have been given.
In chapter 2, we present a fast symmetric Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrix-vector
product algorithm and apply the Lanczos-type tridiagonalization and QR-type
diagonalization method to find all the eigenvalues of an n×n symmetric Toeplitz-
plus-Hankel matrix in O(n2 log n) operation.
In chapter 3, we study the relation between real Hankel-circulant Hankel-
skew-circulant matrix and Hankel matrix. Moreover, we present several singular
value decompositions of real Hankel-circulant and Hankel-skew-circulant matri-
ces. The singular value decompositions of this chapter are given in explicit form
which can be easily evaluated in computer programs and provide a useful basis
for theoretical investigations.
Key words: structured matrix; fast algorithm;Toeplitz matrix; Hankel ma-
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), p = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1, q = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1,#.
G = diag(1, ω
1
2 , · · · , ω n−12 )F.ÆinÆ FourierbeF,beÆFFbeH FourierbeLHF<t4`F+ Fourier , ( DFT). 1965 [Æ
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nÆ Hankel be)l~\u n ~=` ( 2n − 1 H=`).IQ 1.2.5 nCF Toeplitz-plus-Hankel be A /
A = T + H = (t|i−j| + hi+j−2)
n
i,j=1. (4)




3 HW2Æ39 [4] u [5].
4 $HWbe8C=<tp.~[.Æ39 [6].$L~|be%i$~v\)%~Fn	ÆL"WÆ#LU n CF Toeplitz-plus-Hankel be8H n FL~|be%2$hF`Æh62 Lanczos >u QR>Æ eUbe~i.vgtÆ?e%~ e8I O(n2 log n).WÆ#v\6 Hankel-circulantHankel-skew-circulant be8
Hankel be~[.Æ2LUl~kt2JÆ#v\6 Hankel-













sv up Toeplitz-plus-Hankel  !"rw 4+-V ,' Toeplitz-plus-Hankel 5WHXY*6EG.HWbe~vgt!zLro8PN eDuXq[$:.~~$Æ	l6o℄~[ (39 [7][8][9][10][11][12][13]). 4 Toeplitz-plus-Hankelbe~vgtÆ<~Tte%#zÆ.9 [14]. $W~N"yF Toeplitz-plus-Hankel bevgt!z~	e%
§ 2.1 VM=I4#~A%F$F Toeplitz-plus-Hankel be~F``6+! nCF Toeplitz-plus-Hankel be A,*% A-~fbeÆPbe A~vgt2J
A = XDX−1, (5)h D >beÆ X -kbe`z X 8i;beÆ
XXT = I. (6)` A = XDXT . I4be A 62 Lanczos >ÆP.
A = QJQT , (7)h Q 8i;beÆ J 8F>beJbe J 62>Æ|
J = WDW T , (8)h W 8i;beÆ D >be#t| (5)=Æ2s.
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 . (12).P 1(8i;,) L 2 8F x(3 (11) =), 8$?e% e8i;,be (3 (10)=) ~=` cu s:| (12)=H
if(|x1| > |x2|)
t = x2/x1; c = 1/
√
1 + t2; s = t · c;
else
τ = x1/x2; s = 1/
√
1 + τ 2; c = τ · s;












sv up Toeplitz-plus-Hankel  !"rw 6
§ 2.3 o.M= Toeplitz-plus-Hankel  bZF?g8ER nC Toeplitz-plus-Hankelbe8	 nF~L~	|be%Æ e Aν, h A = T + H .  n C Toeplitz-plus-Hankel be8 n F ν ~L
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) Toeplitz be8 Hankel be~HWv	Æt|
HΠ = Th, (14)h Th  Toeplitz be (13)=t
Aν = Tν + Hν = Tν + (HΠ)(Πν) = Tν + Th(Πν), (15)Y#wdo/ n × nC~ Toeplitz be8FuL e/D#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hn hn+1 hn+2 · · · h2n−1 h1 h2 · · · hn−1
)T
. (16)ÆnUÆqbe~ n × nCWje Toeplitz be Th.LH n ~F
ν =
(
ν1 ν2 ν3 · · · νn
)T
, (17) ebe - F~
ph = Hν. (18)$ (15)=u (18)=ÆP.
ph = Hν = (HΠ)(Πν) = Th(Πν).' ν̂h  (2n − 1) ~F
ν̂h =
(
νn νn−1 · · · ν1 0 · · · 0
)T
, (19)ÆnUÆ ph F yh ~n nH2Æh
yh ≡ Ch(ĉh)ν̂h.)4qbe8F~t$ FFT  e (3 [17]),













sv up Toeplitz-plus-Hankel  !"rw 8h dbe T ~Æfft(v)/F v~|b;,Æifft(v)/F v ~Z|b;,Æ “.*” /HF=`~)4 fft(v)~ e8I O(n log n). 1:  m7 Toeplitz bepyHqbe% |be%~[Aa'$4;~4)% (3 [18]u [19]).) 2,t|y/e%.P 2( eF Toeplitz-plus-Hankel be8F~L) ?e%$
FFT e nF ν 8 n× nCF Toeplitz-plus-Hankel be~L
(1) H (2n − 1)~F ĉh u ĉt:
ĉh =
(





t0 t1 t2 · · · tn−1 tn−1 tn−2 · · · t1
)T
.
(2) H (2n − 1)~F ν̂h u ν̂t, h
ν̂h =
(




ν1 ν2 · · · νn 0 · · · 0
)T
.
(3) )/T= e yh u yt:
yh = ifft(fft(ĉh). ∗ fft(ν̂h)),yt = ifft(fft(ĉt). ∗ fft(ν̂t)).
(4) ' y = yh + yt = ( y1 y2 · · · y2n−2 y2n−1 )T , P
p =
(
y1 y2 · · · yn−1 yn
)T
.
§ 2.4 Lanczos Mx`L$DÆ$ LanczosÆnmNvU7F Toeplitz-plus-HankelbeHHF>be~)%#~S-FrZH8i;be Q:| (7)=HÆ
AQ = QJ. (20)'
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